Judge Johnson Denies Ballots to
Be Counted as Provided by Law

J

udge Johnson who campaigned on her expertise
in the law cannot read the clear and precise state
statute that a contested election that is not a primary
election, as is the local supervisorial race, is a general election race and has 30 days to be contested. A
primary election such as the Presidential candidates
race is considered a primary election. Furthermore,
Appointed Elections Voter Registar Shanna White
failed to follow state, federal and local election laws.
White has refused to provide a list of the names of
the 111 voter ballots that she set aside to the many
citizens that have requested such violating state law.
In Trinity County Ordinance codes under Code No.
2.60.100 No. 19 “Challenged ballot” is defined as:
hallenged ballot” means a vote questioned by
one of the parties to a representation election.
Common practice to resolve the challenge is to open
and count the challenged ballots if it is sufficient to
affect the outcome of the election.
Judge Johnson also denied a Motion for Reconsideration by Contestant Firenza Pini whereby the law
was spelled out and three precedent cases in California were cited: the California Court of Appeals’ decision in Cummings v Stanley. The case concluded
that a central committee election was not a primary
election subject to the 5 day election contest limit. It
notes that elections are transmuted into general elections by virtue of the election of a candidate (for nonpartisan offices, by a majority plus one). Elections
Code 8140 provides for such general election of nonpartisan office candidates such as the Supervisorial
race. The cases of Doran v Biscalutz and McClintock
v Abel, in addition to the Cummings v Stanley case
dictate a deadline result of 30 days. The contested
election will now be taken to the California Appellate Court. Ms. Pini ran for the office of Registrar
of Voters/ Assessor in 2014 against Deanna Bradford
due to allegations of malconduct during elections
and overcharging property owners on their property
taxes according to the many reports by the California
State Auditor. Bradford retired in less than 3 months
after taking office. The Board of Supervisors then
appointed Shanna White. Elections officials Shanna
White and Deanna Bradford have continuously failed

C

continued on page 4

California Moves to
Dump Daylight Savings
Time

Assembly Bill 385 cleared the Senate Appropriations Committee and is headed for confirmation,
to be placed on the state ballot in 2018. Law enforcement claim criminals hate daylight savings time (DST)
because they are more likely to be seen by witnesses
and police. That being said, livestock and pets across
the state will no longer be standing at the gate/door
wondering why their keepers are so late with dinner.
Studies show humans ineffectively adapting to the
change twice a year and estimated a national productivity loss of nearly $434 million a year. Erik Sherman
of Fortune Magazine writes: You may have heard that
the practice was developed so farmers would have
more hours for their work. The opposite is actually true. DST left them less sunlight to get crops to
market, and cows didn’t adjust well to the time shift.
“The farmers were the only organized lobby against
daylight saving in the history of the country,” said
Michael Downing, a Tufts University professor who
wrote a book about DST. Studies have been unable to
prove any energy savings at all. Your vote will decide
if cows can be left content and you, too.

Federal Court Bans Govt
from Prosecuting Medical
Pot Users & Growers

By Matt Agorist
Last week, the tyrannical DEA doubled down
on their asinine and immoral decision to classify
marijuana as having no medical value — promising
to continue to kidnap, cage, and kill people for possessing it. However, in a major victory, and a well-deserved slap to the face of the DEA, a federal appeals
court just ruled that prosecuting medical marijuana
users and growers is now banned. The Ninth US Circuit Court of Appeals’ three-judge panel has ruled
that the Department of Justice (DOJ) cannot spend
budget money to prosecute people who grow, sell or
use medical marijuana — if they comply with state
law. The 25 states who’ve found themselves subject
to continuous raids — in spite of medical pot being
legal — will now have solace in the fact that the DOJ
can no longer throw money at the futile and immoral
practice of arresting people for a plant.
“If the federal government prosecutes such individuals, it has prevented the state from giving practical effect to its law,” Circuit Judge Diarmuid O’Scannlain
wrote for the court. The ruling stems from a 2014
congression budget rule saying that the DOJ cannot
use funds to prevent US states “from implementing
their own state laws that authorize the use, distribution, possession, or cultivation of medical marijuana.” Even more encouraging than halting future
prosecutions, is the fact that this will help those
who’ve already been locked up or charged for having marijuana. By upholding this ruling, those who
have been prosecuted can now invoke it to challenge
continued on page 7

Appellants complain that DOJ is spending funds
that have not been appropriated by Congress in violation of the Appropriations Clause of the Constitution. See U.S. Const. art. I, § 9, cl. 7 (“No Money
shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence of Appropriations made by Law ….”)….
[I]f DOJ were spending money in violation of [§
542], it would be drawing funds from the Treasury
without authorization by statute and thus violating
the Appropriations Clause. That Clause constitutes
a separation-of-powers limitation that Appellants
can invoke to challenge their prosecutions….

US Election Shocker: is this
how the vote will be rigged?
by Jon Rappoport

A

s we know, there are a number of ways to rig an
election. Bev Harris, at blackboxvoting.org, is
exploring a specific “cheat sheet” that has vast implications for the Trump vs. Hillary contest. It’s a
vote-counting system called GEMS. Here are key
Harris quotes. They’re all shockers:
“Our testing [of GEMS] shows that one vote can
be counted 25 times, another only one one-thousandth of a time, effectively converting some votes
to zero.”
“This report summarizes the results of our review
of the GEMS election management system, which
counts approximately 25 percent of all votes in the
United States. The results of this study demonstrate
that a fractional vote feature is embedded in each
GEMS application which can be used to invisibly,
yet radically, alter election outcomes by pre-setting
desired vote percentages to redistribute votes. This
tampering is not visible to election observers, even
if they are standing in the room and watching the
computer. Use of the decimalized vote feature is
unlikely to be detected by auditing or canvass procedures, and can be applied across large jurisdictions in less than 60 seconds.”
“GEMS vote-counting systems are and have been
operated under five trade names: Global Election
Systems, Diebold Election Systems, Premier Election Systems, Dominion Voting Systems, and Election Systems & Software, in addition to a number
of private regional subcontractors. At the time of
this writing, this system is used statewide in Alaska,
Connecticut, Georgia, Mississippi, New Hampshire,
Utah and Vermont, and for counties in Arizona,
California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin and Wyoming. It is
also used in Canada.”
“Instead of ‘1’ the vote is allowed to be 1/2, or
1+7/8, or any other value that is not a whole number.”
“Weighting a race [through the use of GEMS] removes the principle of ‘one person-one vote’ to allow some votes to be counted as less than one or
more than one. Regardless of what the real votes
continued on page 7

AUMA Legalization Measure
on November Ballot as Prop. 64

towards legalization. While AUMA is an unusually
lengthy and complicated initiative with numerous
restrictions and regulations (see a detailed analysis), its basic thrust would be to (1) legalize private adult use and possession of one ounce or less
of marijuana; (2) legalize cultivation of up to six
plants for personal use in a private, enclosed space;
(3) reduce penalties for cultivation, sale, transport,
and possession with intent to sell from mandatory
felonies to misdemeanors in most cases; (4) allow
prior offenders to petition the court for dismissal of
charges that have been decriminalized; (5) legalize, license and regulate the commercial sales and
production of marijuana for adult use along lines
similar to the state’s Medical Marijuana Regulation
and Safety Act; and (6) allow on-site consumption
in specifically licensed facilities. AUMA would
raise up to $1 billion in state tax revenues by imposing a $9.25 per ounce tax on all commercially
cultivated cannabis, plus a hefty 15% excise tax in
addition to the existing sales tax and local taxes.
Medical marijuana patients with a state ID card
would be exempt from the existing 7.5+% state

Via CalNorml
Californians will have the opportunity to vote
on an initiative to legalize recreational use of marijuana this November 8th. The Adult Use of Marijuana
Act (AUMA) has officially qualified for the ballot by
collecting over 600,000 signatures and will appear as
Proposition 64.
The major funder for AUMA
is Napster founder and former Facebook president Sean
Parker (pictured), and the
measure is endorsed by Lt.
Gov. Gavin Newsom, who
convened a Blue Ribbon panel
on legalization last year. It also has the support of the
California Medical Association, California Democratic
Party, California NAACP, ACLU of California, California Cannabis Industry Association, Drug Policy Alliance, MPP, Students for Sensible Drug Policy, and
national NORML, among others. Like similar initiacontinued on page 6
tives in Colorado, Washington, Oregon, and Alaska,
AUMA offers an important, if imperfect, step TRINITYGAZETTE.NET /AUGUST 2016/ PAGE 1

Letters to the Editor
History Always Repeats Itself

History ALWAYS repeats itself, in part
because the universe consists of endless cycles
but also because the vast majority of humanity has Attention Deficit Disorder and needs a
schedule of repeating events and tasks. If you do
not read this all the way through, you will have
proved my point.
Regarding the universe, stars have cycles
of various outputs such as solar wind generation
and sunspot activity, which affect the weather
of any nearby planets with an atmosphere. On
Earth the 206-year long-term sunspot cycle very
much affects the short-term (relatively speaking) weather cycle of 30 to 50 years duration.
For instance, back when the United States was
formed the world had just finished experiencing what scientists call the Maunder Minimum,
a sunspot minimum cycle that caused Earth to
undergo a cooling period from approximately
1650 to 1720, and was then experiencing record
heat waves from about 1750 to 1790. During
this period the world’s population surged due to
crop abundance even while the heat fomented
people’s tempers and revolutions in the Colonies
and in France. Yet soon afterwards, from about
1790 to 1830, there occurred the Dalton Minimum of sunspots which caused plummeting
temperatures and massive devastating crop loss
worldwide in addition to record snowfall and
cold, to wit Napoleon’s loss of 70% of his troops
when he foolishly attacked Russia in winter.
Fast-forward about 200 years and our
weather is acting “crazy” again, though many
people with short-term memory or short attention spans have declared the cause for ‘bad’
weather on anthropogenic (human-caused) CO2
pollution, or ‘greenhouse gas’ “global warming”. But according to the regular 206-year sun
cycle, beginning perhaps this winter we will enter another low temperature period during which
there will be massive crop failures worldwide,
and this time we might not survive because everything these days is run by politicians who
only look out for #1 and view the great masses
as fodder for their war machines.
Most humans do not study history (“it’s
boring” they whine) in the same way most humans are ignorant of geography or mathematics
or even science in general, relying instead on
politicians to tell them what they need to know.
Hence the political pseudo-science of “global
warming” has captured the imaginations (but not
the intelligence) of the masses. Yet like the progressive movement of eugenics early last century, where detractors (“deniers”) were minimalized, ostracized and even murdered, the world
will be rudely awakened when a sudden turn of
events, such as Hitler’s eugenics program of annihilation, occurs which will suddenly turn the
tide of public opinion.
Fast-forward to today, where we have
multimillionaires right and left coming out of
the woodwork to “lead” us into the future, but
it is all a sham. I imagine a conversation went
something like this: “You know I’ll be running
for president soon, Don, you know what would
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really be kinda fun? You run also, as a Republican, and
just get down and dirty and say a whole lot of outrageous
garbage that the dumb Republicans will eat up, just keep
up the heat until all the other dopes drop out of the race
and you get the nomination. I will of course disagree with
everything you say and garner the support of everyone
else, I don’t even need a platform to stand on! I’ll just
generated FEAR of YOU getting elected to get everyone
on MY side, it’ll be a blast!”
One great public opinion change occurred along
with the climate change described above, when vast numbers of people revolted against their ruling governments
such as the American and French Revolutions. One can
only ‘pray’ that we follow the French example and this
time annihilate the ultra-wealthy “ruling class” (the 1%)
so that the betterment of the ENTIRE human race (the
99%) may finally begin, before it is too late for all of us.
			
Ray Schar
			
Weaverville

Pressure

Pressure. Comes from one’s inability to provide
for oneself or one’s family. So let’s have some ideas to fix
the situation. I’ve got one. In fact, I have several ideas.
Here are a couple. The police, mini factories and craft
centers, gardens and green houses. This is what I would
do to implement these ideas. Mr. Trump, you have many
friends and partners who are very successful and wealthy.
I love wealthy successful people; you pay a lot in taxes
so I don’t have to. And you weren’t lucky, you busted ass
every day to get there.
I would gather my closest and trusted people and
challenge them to end poverty now. I would not wait until the election, and I would continue implementing these
programs elected or not. I would organize task forces to
go into the ghettos and impoverished areas of the US, and
begin gathering intel on each situation. Millionaires and
billionaires could then finance different enterprises. The
benefactors are not doing this for profit, they are doing
this to establish self-sustaining villages, for people to belong to and to flourish in without the pressure of their
present slave existence. They could establish their own
currency or private money, and set up mini factories and
craft centers. Also, as the task forces begin to go in, we
bring in the NRA. They are the vanguard of trust, building
it with food trucks and feeding the poor. As they go into
these areas day after day, a trust begins to be built with the
people. Then a dialogue starts, and we find out what they
would like to see change. Then you offer positive change
ideas to them. The task forces go into these areas, and
begin to find out who owns the vacant lots, how many
homes are vacant due to back taxes, or bank foreclosures.
Then they buy the ones they can. Then they put up some
Quonset hut craft centers, and based upon what intel they
have gathered, supply it with the machinery or equipment
to run it. The NRA also sets up centers near high schools,
they can rent a small warehouse, or rent a home, etc. They
bring in the unwanted kids, the fringe kids, and give them
a pressure relief place to go. Give them a sense of belonging and worth. The NRA could also recruit retired shop
teachers, photography, clothing makers, bakery people,
etc. These kids and people would also be part of the villages you would be building.
Along with the craft and mini factories, is the agricultural system. The vacant lots and other open areas could
be farmed. Green houses for some certain crops, and some
Disclaimer: This paper does not ad- open fields for seasonal crops. The greenvocate or endorse any activities that
houses could be high tech, we have so
are in violation of Federal, State, or
Local laws. Title 17 U.S.C. section much energy, to set up electric or natural
107: In compliance with Title 17
gas heating systems, and to run generators
U.S.C. Section 107, TRINITY GA
ZETTE is distributed free, without for light enhancement in winter time. The
profit to those who have expressed
a prior interest in receiving the in- greenhouses could grow citrus, and other
cluded information for research and temperature sensitive plants, and most
educational purposes. All logos and
trademarks in this site are property other growing situations as we could easof their respective owner. FAIR USE
ily control the inside environment. You
NOTICE: This site contains copyrighted material the use of which could bring in small tractors, rototillers,
has not always been specifically
authorized by the copyright owner. create water purification systems, grow
We are making such material avail- healthy organic food, benefitting all. The
able in our efforts to advance understanding of environmental, political, locals would do the work, grow the food,
human rights, economic, democracy, and be the ones to consume it, they would
scientific, and social justice issues,
etc. We believe this constitutes a ‘fair be taught to take over and run it, with
use’ of any such copyrighted material
the idea that it gets passed down through
of US Copyright Law.

generations. The wealthy are just getting these started,
they are doing it to bring hope into your lives, and to
give you the opportunity to be self-sufficient. To help
you become who it is that Jesus wants you to be, to
bring your gift to fruition, so you and all of us benefit
by your light.
This is not a charity thing, you are investing in humanity, allowing self-sufficiency, and breaking the
bonds of controlled slavery that exists now in these
ghettos. The Republican party has mostly been about
human freedom, Democrats slavery, or human management to the benefit only of the Democrat politician.
By giving the impoverished a way out of their poverty,
a road to self-sufficiency, we can rid ourselves of evil
democrat style politicians and community organizers,
who at present organize hate, distrust, and violence.
Your wealthy can break the circle of poverty and the
violence that comes with it. And you own it at first,
gradually passing it along to those who live there,
work there. You do not need approval for anything,
just do it. You alone, the government has proven they
cannot. You’re on.
As people become educated in their crafts and gardens and green houses, they are going to be assaulted
by the government, and others. This is where the gang
people come in. They become the security system,
keeping government pukes out, and protecting their
village from trouble. They also establish networks between other villages, for trade and barter. No credit or
commercial banks allowed, only currency established
by themselves or their benefactors. No outside banks
or credit cards or clouds, all local, all village. So what
do we do with the leftovers? Or the extra? That’s also
where the gang people come in, using their networks
for trade or distribution to the homeless.
There could be mini dairies, goat milk, cheese, etc.
Chickens, pork, all raised right in the ghetto, or Barrio,
or where ever the poor are. It is the wealthy who will
use their might to protect legally, putting the villages
into trusts, so the government and their crony developers cannot touch them, regulate them, or take anything
from them to put up a condo. We don’t need any pasteurization or any other restrictions. No govt allowed.
These villages could be high tech also, there are retired and laid off people that know how to build computers, flat screen tv’s, smart phones, etc. there could
be dress shops, people making jeans, leather gloves,
hammers, and everything else! Soon, children and
young adults would gain a respect for educators, as
the educators are the ones helping you become better
at what you want to do. And no govt regulators to encumber or slow you down.
Since the present way has failed, there are more
prostitutes and pimps now than when Obama and Hitlery took office, his policies must be judged as failures. You money people can change all this: you could
end the violence and misery of people who are poor.
You would have a direct impact on lowering the rate
of abortion, as people would begin to think more of
themselves, better of themselves. You would lower the
rate of violence and oppression; people would be busy
working their craft.
People living free and peacefully, prosperous and
healthy, happy, everyone gets home safe, children
thriving and developing their gifts. People living without fear, assimilating the homeless into their villages,
with organization skills of the veterans, who become
assimilated into the villages also. Housing would be at
first provided by the benefactors, designed to be green
and village themed.
These villages of self-sustainment would benefit
mainstream society in many ways. But they also do
not compete with Main street. They eventually do not
need outside help. The villages prevent crime, both in
the village and outside them too.
		
Arnold Ziffle
		
Zenia

We are directed to expose evil.
Ephesians 5:11 NLT 11
Take no part in the worthless
deeds of evil and darkness
instead, expose them.

Firehouse Farce in Lewiston
Our problems here in Lewiston began soon after
the Clinton Administration locked up federal lands here
to logging back in the 90s, displaced an entire population of logging families here, and pretty much destroyed
our economy. Democrats from the Bay Area (and other
places, too) then began migrating here to Trinity County- and in my opinion; we here in Lewiston got the very
worst of them. Like small fish in a big pond these liberal
losers came here thinking they’d be “big fish” in a small
pond; and bringing with them their failing ‘big city’
ideas to a town of just 800 people at that time. Our fire
department was the first to be ‘attacked’ by this group
of bar room drunks who immediately targeted our fire
chief with accusations of “theft” at the fire department.
Though it was later ‘proved’ that their accusations were
total BS; in the interim, they managed to take control of
the fire department anyway. This pretty much split the
town here and things have never been the same. Most of
the people I am familiar with in town now want nothing
(at all) to do with this community anymore. We are no
longer interested in supporting the volunteer fire department, donating money to their bogus library, or, in contributing (at all) to their socialist agenda these democrats
have instilled here. While the old-timers, (who fervently
hated these people), have died off now; oth-ers like myself, still remember it all. One jezebel in particular has
become the most hated woman I have ever known, anywhere. She masquerades as a “Catholic” here, but we
all know she doesn’t have a Christian bone in her body.
She dominates ‘a man’ here that she (took away) from his
own family down south and uses her ‘manipulative tactics,’ (and crooked Weaverville lawyers), to get her own
way here in town. She has ‘a following’ here, too; “a
sisterhood” of fat, bitter barren old women who decided
some-time back that we needed “a new” firehouse here;
and have been attempting to ‘nickel and dime’ this community via public donations ever since. Well they have
collected now (almost) enough money to tear down the
old firehouse; but they have also ‘altered’ their plan to
burden this community now with (a half million dollar
bank loan) to put up a new building! And just like typical
‘tax and spend’ democrats; they don’t bother telling us
how that building will ever be paid for! And what about
insurance? Who will pay off a $500,000.00 loan for a
building that we don’t even need? And why? What we
do need here now are some ‘honest people’ in town to
administer the fire department and emer-gency services
funding here; not a new building! Their ultimate goal
is to impose, (by vote of course), a community services
district “tax” on Lewiston community property owners.
And we don’t want that tax here. We don’t want a new
firehouse (up in the projects), either. And we certainly
don’t want these lying “Obama democrats” around here
anymore who are promoting it! It’s more of a “mental
illness” problem folks, than it is a ‘community service’
issue. We’ve discussed this around here for years and
many have now gone to their graves wondering what the
hell is wrong with these bitter, de-ceitful old wenches in
this town. Quite honestly: It’s really just (one woman)
here that many of us simply despise; and that will never
change, firehouse or no firehouse. You fools here now
who are “mingling” with them these days- have been
warned now, again; and so.., you all deserve what you
will get. Bottoms up.
			
Steve Lindsay
			
Lewiston

Govt Corruption – Aerial Spraying

The hubris and insanity of the united states federal government will never be “fixed”. It needs to be dismantled. To paraphrase a movie line; ‘we fight over the
scraps from Longshanks’ table and miss our God-given
right to freedom.’ Beyond being amoral, idiotic and blasphemous the federal alphabet agencies involved are all
unconstitutional. NOAA, NASA, NAS, DOE CIA, and
probably others, involved in this insane madness have
no authority to exist in the first place so to try to fine
tune their mission is naivete and sickness writ large. We
will end up paying a HUGE price for it, and I don’t mean
money!
“I know not with what weapons World War III will be
fought, but World War IV will be fought with sticks and
stones.” -- Albert Einstein
		
De Oppresso Liber Mark Potts
		
Weaverville
Potts’ opinions are his own and not those of TCSO

An Open Letter To Wild Horse
Advocates
There’s way too much politics involved
in the Wild Horse protection movement and not
enough honesty, and many so-called wild horse
advocates just edit-out what they don’t want to
see or hear, even if true. I have even been blocked
by a couple wild horse org’s Facebook pages because the facts are troubling to them as Democrats
themselves... what’s more important? Being loyal
to the wild horses; or, to a corrupt pack of lying
politicians? Here are some facts that MUST be
acknowledged before we can make any real progress... by putting PRESSURE where it really belongs: America’s Wild Horses are precious and
as the 1971 Congress stated, ‘must be protected’,
which is why they executed the will of the People
and passed the Wild Burro and Horse Protection
Act (which included ~50-million acres of wild
horse habitat be allocated and set-aside for our
American wild horses, not the 26.9-million acres
the BLM provides today). BUT! I have been digging into who, exactly, is responsible for the cruel
ongoing devastation of our Wild Horses... and the
erosion of the land that was set-aside by Congress
for the horses, and you may be shocked! The U.S.
Dept of the Interior (runs the BLM): Former head
Ken Salazar bears direct responsibility for the
cruelty and slaughter of Federally protected Wild
Horses by a business associate, Mr. Tom Davis
(according to the Huffington Post: http://www.
huffingtonpost.com/…/inspector-general-report_
b_…)! But the Huffington Post is also keeping
this problem in place by playing Democratic Party
politics and not pointing out that the entire rotten
up-stream chain of command are all Democrats.
Make note that Ken Salazar is a Democrat and was
appointed by Obama himself. Sally Jewell - Current head of the Dept. of Interior (also a Democrat
was appointed by Obama himself in 2013): Under Ms. Jewell, the carnage, cruelty and roundups
have continued in earnest! Protected Wild Horses
are being devastated in multiple ways under her
rule too!...
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM): Headed
by Neil Kornze (also a Democrat and former close
associate to Senator Harry Reid, also a Democrat) who reports to Ms. Jewell. Under Mr. Kornze, the BLM’s cruelty to protected Wild Horses
has continued. Somehow, the BLM has managed
to usurp the will of the U.S. Congress who in their
wisdom in 1971 set-aside just over 50-million
acres of Public range-land for the Wild Horses.
However, the BLM has quietly squeezed that
land assigned by Congress for Wild Horses
down to only 26.9 acres today! And then have the
audacity to claim there are too many horses on the Public range lands! Think about that! It’s an insult to the
will of the American people whose will was codified by
the U.S. Congress when they passed the Wild Burro &
Horse Protection Act in 1971. Democrats populate the
chain of command across the board; a chain of command that is lying and covering-up (scapegoating wild
horses and burros for the overgrazing of Public Lands
by livestock) while getting-rid of the Wild Horses as
fast as they can. Democrats! Not any other political
party. Do your homework if you love the horses! The
extinction of America’s wild horses now depend upon
American People knowing the truth!Lets Review: Ken
Salazar (D), Sally Jewell (D), and Neil Kornze (D), all
Wild Horse killers. If People don’t start acknowledging that the Democrats who have been and are now in
control over the Wild Horses are the real problem, then
wild horses may soon be extinct. The unique gene pool
of wild horses is already at risk due to low diversity
in the breeding lines... and sterilization will accelerate
that form of demise; by design? Politics divide people
(what they want)... the love of horses brings people
together (what they hate).
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The DNC ‘chaos’ Convention: A Great
Divide Engulfed In Corruption
An outsider or newcomer to the American political process, as recently unveiled by the Democratic
National Committee at its convention, would never
identify the DNC Convention and its speakers and
supporters with the values and heritage of the United
States of America. What some people fail to realize
is that ‘change’ is in of itself not necessarily a good
thing, as we see from the seven plus years of ‘change’
under Obama... America is now suffering from his idea
of ‘change’. The ‘right change’ is what is needed before it’s too late. The Bible instructs (Matthew 7:16):
“By their fruit you will recognize them. Do people
pick grapes from thornbushes, or figs from thistles?”
The ‘fruit’ from the DNC, Obama, the Clintons and
all of their ilk is surely rotten at the core. America has
tasted that fruit already and it has sickened our nation.
As new voters begin to examine the DNC platform
and its supporters, a huge question looms… Who are
these so-called Democrats and their supporters? The
list of the DNC’s supporters from which the speakers
were invited is shocking and reflects upon the party’s
role models and their ideals. The rotten core of the seductive DNC apple: A very dangerous cross-section
of people: Black Lives Matter (#BLM), New Black
Panther Party, Muslim Brotherhood, anti-law enforcement, anti-military, Occupy, pro-illegal immigrant organizations, pro-government handout recipients, antiGod groups, pro-baby butchers, pro-criminal rights
groups, Code Pink, anti-Israel groups, pro-Sharia Law
groups, pro-Palestinian groups, pro-transgender bathroom groups and of course, anti-Semitic groups and
people like Georgia Democratic Rep. Hank Johnson,
who compared Jews living in Palestine to ‘termites’,
an interesting metaphor coming from any Black American who might also claim that white Americans are all
racists. And if those DNC revelations weren’t enough to
confound the image of America to onlookers and potential
voters, the fact that there were no American flags apparent
on stage at the DNC event, yet the Communist flag was visible at the DNC Convention, is just astounding! The Pledge
of Allegiance makes it clear we are ...”one nation, under
God”... So was the omission of our nation’s flag a subliminal
message by the DNC? No flag, no nation = no God? Even
a library has a U.S. flag present... Who are these people,
really? With the recent unveiling of the hack of the DNC
emails by WikiLeaks, and fallout at the Convention, people
now have a ‘fly-on-the-wall’ perspective of the extensive
corruption and inside workings of the DNC at its top levels. When we consider these undeniable revelations of DNC
corruption, lies, racism and misogyny that were exposed to
the light of day by WikiLeaks, it seems there may be room
for speculation that Hillary Clinton also lied about rigging
the primary election process so that she would win regardless of the level of support for any other candidate, including Bernie Sanders. According to some theorists like Greg
Palast, polling and other data implies that ballot reporting
in some political races has been inaccurate, as he pointed
out in his allegations as to the 2004 presidential election in
Ohio. Now we have more reports of alleged election-rigging
haunting the Clinton campaign in regard to the June 2016
primary vote in California, leading to Sanders supporters
booing numerous DNC Convention speakers who supported Hillary Clinton for the nomination and later walking-out
of the DNC Convention when Clinton was formally nominated. At the conclusion of DNC ‘chaos’ Convention, we
have the first woman nominee for the highest office of the
land, who is also owner of a past record peppered with scandals, each of which is worthy of a novel, and who may soon
be the subject of three more Federal probes… And maybe
more WikiLeaks email dumps on Hillary’s head? Of course
Clinton’s V.P. choice is no cherry: Tim Kaine is well-known
for his ties to the Muslim Brotherhood… a perfect match
for Hillary considering her voiced agenda to increase Muslim immigration into America by 500%, and the Islamists at
the Muslim Brotherhood will no doubt have some say about
which Muslims infiltrate our beloved America…God help
us if Clinton is somehow elected as POTUS in November!

			
Capt. William E. Simpson
		
Capt. William E. Simpson
			
Siskiyou
			
Siskiyou
Note: Hillary Clinton has picked Ken Salazar* a pro Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) globalist to
head her transition team. People may recall he was point man in the effort to blow up the Klamath
River dams, and the successful effort to shut down Drakes Bay Oyster Farm. He is totally committed to the abolition of private and public property by any means, including the blatant falsification
of “science”. Given the chance, he will plunder all of Christian Rural America and give the booty
to global and “minority” interests. We are in a war, but cannot win until we correctly identify and
name the foe.

CBD Chaos
DEA’s refusal to reschedule marijuana
molecules just the latest protectionist racket
from the criminal corporate cartels running
the corrupt U.S. government
by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger (NaturalNews)

O

bama’s war on humanity
just took another great leap
toward totalitarian despotism
with last week’s DEA decision to
deny petitions seeking to reclassify medical marijuana as a nonschedule I drug. This decision
means that any person possessing natural CBD (cannabidiol)
compounds derived from hemp

leaves, including CBG, CBN, CBD-A and other
similar molecules from cannabis, can technically
be charged with felony possession of a schedule I
drug. The CBD industry vehemently disagrees with
the DEA’s current stance on both CBD and medical
marijuana, and so far the DEA’s efforts have focused
on CBD manufacturers, not end users who possess
the natural substance. CBD is also reportedly exempt
from the DEA’s criminalization scope if it is derived
from hemp seeds or mature stalks rather than leaves.
This is a key point to understand, as you’ll see here.
It’s also key to understand that the DEA’s assertion
that CBD is a Schedule I Controlled Substance has
already been successfully challenged at least once.
Via New Cannabis Ventures:
[T]he DEA has taken the position that CBD is a
Schedule I Controlled Substance as defined under
the CSA. Without an express provision under the
CSA, it is questionable whether the DEA has any
sort of authority to take this position. But more importantly, in the case of Hemp Indus. Ass’n v. DEA,
333 F.3d 1082 (9th Cir. 2003), the DEA attempted to
initiate rules and interpretations concerning certain
cannabinoid constituents of marijuana that were not
expressly set forth under the CSA or the DEA’s own
regulations (at the time), and the Ninth Circuit Federal Court of Appeals struck down its efforts, stating
that: “[t]he petition requesting that we declare the
rule to be invalid and unenforceable is GRANTED.”
Hemp Indus. Ass’n v. DEA, 333 F.3d 1082 (9th Cir.
2003). In short, an agency – such as the DEA – is not
permitted to change a legislative rule retroactively
through the process of disingenuous interpretation
of the rule to mean something other than its original meaning. This does not mean, however, that the
DEA won’t assert imagined authority to attempt to
criminalize makers of CBD products which are derived from cannabis.
Regulatory lunacy: Is the DEA smoking crack?
The DEA’s decision to maintain the Schedule I listing of medical marijuana (and its constituents) is
rooted in a combination of sheer scientific lunacy
and a totalitarian police state Obama regime that
doesn’t want people to have access to natural medicinal substances which work better than Big Pharma’s
toxic drugs. The logic used to justify the denial of
the petitions is just mind boggling. It states, among
other absurd reasons, that medical marijuana cannot
be accepted as therapeutic because:
• It has no therapeutic use whatsoever. (A ridiculous

lie.)
• Its chemical constituents are never quite the same.
(Because it’s from a plant, not a synthetic chemical
factory.)
• All the “experts” don’t accept it as a useful drug...
because all the “experts” are Big Pharma whores,
of course. By definition, the FDA only considers
people to be “experts” when they are owned by Big
Pharma. From the federal register document: “The
HHS indicated that medical practitioners who are
not experts in evaluating drugs cannot be considered qualified experts...” In other words, all holistic
medicine experts and naturopathic doctors are disqualified from rendering expert opinions on medical cannabis.
• All the clinical evidence of marijuana’s efficacy
doesn’t count, according to HHS and the FDA,
because they don’t like the way the studies were
structured. From the federal register document,
“FDA and HHS concluded that these studies do
not ‘currently prove efficacy of marijuana’ for any
therapeutic indication due to limitations in the study
designs.” This dismissal of studies is how the FDA
rigs everything. It simply rejects all the science it
doesn’t like by claiming the studies are flawed.
• State laws that validate medical marijuana’s efficacy in treating many health conditions are all
rejected by the corrupt federal government cartel
which claims: “HHS pointed out that state-level
‘medical marijuana; laws do not provide evidence
of such a consensus among qualified experts. “
• Cannabis can’t even be studied for any effectiveness in treating disease, according to government.
“The HHS concluded that the currently available
data and information on marijuana is not sufficient
to allow scientific scrutiny of the chemistry, pharmacology, toxicology, and effectiveness.”
In other words, THE GAME IS RIGGED!
It’s all a racket to protect Big Pharma’s financial interests
As is now obvious to everyone, the federal government is a criminal cartel. It’s run by criminals,
enforced at gunpoint and structured to protect the
interests of Big Business while crushing liberty,
knowledge and freedom of the People. (As a bonus,
Obama also deliberately incites race wars across
America’s inner cities to spark chaos and hatred
that’s exploited by opportunistic politicians.)
Marijuana poses an enormous threat to Big Pharma
precisely because it is therapeutic against so many
health conditions. Not only can medical marijuana
help treat certain symptoms related to cancer, but
its extracts such as CBD are extremely useful for
treating epilepsy, seizures and various neurological disorders. The evidence is not only clear on this
point, it is overwhelming!
Yet the DEA continues to ridiculously define CBD
as a Schedule I Controlled Substance, even though
CBD has no psychoactive components and cannot
be “abused” like recreational drugs. The DEA’s refusal to reschedule CBD to a non-controlled substance is nothing short of a quack science racket to
protect a criminal cartel that’s run by the government itself. The DEA, in other words, is the gunpoint enforcement branch of Big Pharma.
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Judge Johnson Denies Ballots to Be
Counted as Provided by Law
continued from pg 1

to allow observers and representatives of candidates and
organizations to adequately observe both the actions
of County Elections Officer Shanna White and personnel hired during this election cycle by insisting that the
Poll Observers stay away from personnel, the ballots and
tabulating devices at a distance of 25 feet violating Ca
Election Code 15204 and 15272. This is in effect, no
observation afforded at all. Each of the above elections
officials and the county officers that appointed them have
violated their individual Oath of Office to protect and defend the Constitutions of the United States and the State
of California as mandated by the Constitution of the State
of California and have failed under California Elections
Code 3019 to comply with the procedures to check absentee, vote-by-mail and provisional ballots; failed to enforce
precinct challenges to voter eligibility under Elections
Code Section 14240 through 14253. Elections Officer
Shanna White took it upon herself to challenge as an after the fact/action during the canvass violating Ca Election Codes 14240, 14243, 14244, 14245, 14246, 14247.
Ninety-five (95) voters were forced to vote provisionally
at the Hayfork (District 5 & 3) polling place. Ninety-four
(94) of the provisional ballots were from voters within
District 5.
That is approximately 15% of District 5 voters that
cast ballots on June 7 (746 on final canvass count).
That high percentage of a voter suppression should be
cause alone for a thorough investigation. To put that
in perspective, if this had occurred in District 5 in Los
Angeles County where 356,040 voters cast their ballots, 35,604 voters representing only 10% of the ballots
cast would have had to be provisional ballots to match
what has occurred in District 5 in Trinity County.
Even more egregious is the following statement which if
it were duplicated in any other county such as Los Angeles or Sacramento, demonstrations if not riots would
surely alert the public as to the egregious act that occurred within the auspices of the Elections office of
Shanna White and staff. Of those 94 provisional ballots
cast it is estimated that approximately 80 voters are of
the ethnic minority Hmong people. The Hmong in Trinity
County are the largest ethnic minority population. Deceptive election practices continue to prevent eligible voters
from casting their ballots. These fraudulent acts include
but not limited to the dissemination of false or misleading
information about voter qualifications; false information
about the time, place, or manner of voting; and intimidation or threats to voters at polling places. The tactics
have become more sophisticated and nuanced, employing modern technology to target certain voters. Targeted
voters predominantly people of color, the elderly, young
voters, low-income individuals, naturalized citizens, and
people with disabilities fall prey to those who wish to intimidate or trick them into not voting. These same illegal practices occurred in the District 5 Supervisors race.
There is further proof of voter suppression in logistically
targeted areas particularly during local political elections
such as Supervisor or Sheriff. Case in point is the effort
to suppress voters within precinct 521 where much support for Diane Richard’s candidacy resided. In an election two years prior, another candidate for a supervisorial
seat found the same tactic, with whole communities purged from the rolls even though those
voters were lifelong dedicated continuous voters.
Many were unable to vote in that election after
we discovered the purge as they were elderly
and unable to drive into the county seat to try
to deal with the problem. In one community the
senior citizens, many of which are military veterans, always had a voter party and filled in their
VBM ballots together as their patriotic duty and
a fun gathering. That year they were unable to
vote or have their party! White did not provide
real ballots for provisional voters, and instead
provided a facsimile (photocopy) on plain paper to hundreds of provisional ballot voters.
This is unheard of across the state. Each paper facsimile allegedly contained a notation of
precinct. Such notation would appear to allow
the targeting or suppression of particular areas.
White changed the program used in at least one
of the Diebold machines without the presence of
continued on pg 5

cannabis cures
Health Benefits of Juicing Raw
Marijuana Leaves

By Ethan A. Huff - NaturalNews.com
Contrary to popular belief, the
marijuana plant is a whole lot more than
just a psychoactive drug that “stoners”
use to get high.
In raw form, marijuana leaves
and buds are actually loaded with a
non-psychoactive, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and anti-cancer nutrient
compound known as cannabidiol (CBD)
that
is proving to be a miracle “superfood” capable of preventing and reversing a host of chronic illnesses. Though you
may not have heard much about it, the CBD found in the
marijuana plant — marijuana is technically just a vegetable,
by the way — is a highly medicinal substance with unique
immune-regulating capabilities. Since the human body already contains a built-in endogenous cannabinoid system,
complete with cannabinoid receptors, inputting CBD from
marijuana can help normalize the body’s functional systems,
including cell communication and proper immune function.
The way CBDs work is that they bridge the gap of neurotransmission in the central nervous system, including in the
brain, by providing a two-way system of communication that
completes a positive “feedback loop,” according to Dr. William Courtney, a medical marijuana expert and founder of
Cannabis International. As opposed to a one-way transmission, which can promote chronic inflammation of healthy
tissue, the unique two-way transmission system engaged by
marijuana CBDs mimics the body’s own natural two-way
communications system. So individuals whose systems are
compromised by autoimmune disorders, cellular dysfunction, chronic inflammation, cancer cells, and various other
illnesses can derive a wide range of health-promoting benefits simply by consuming CBDs. And one of the best ways
to obtain CBDs is to juice raw marijuana leaves and buds,
according to Dr. Courtney, who currently runs a clinic in
Luxembourg that provides raw cannabis medicinal services
to patients in need. “CBD works on receptors, and as it turns
out, we have cannabinoids in our bodies, endogenous cannabinoids, that turn out to be very effective at regulating
immune functions, nerve functions, bone functions,” says
Dr. Ethan Russo, a Seattle, Wash.-area physician who is
also a senior advisor to GW Pharmaceuticals, a British drug
company that is utilizing CBDs in a new marijuana mouth
spray known as Sativex. “There’s a tendency to discount
claims when something appears to be good for everything,
but there’s a reason this is the case. The endogenous cannabinoid system acts as a modulator in fine-tuning a lot of
these systems, and if something is deranged biochemically
in a person’s body, it may well be that a cannabinoid system
can bring things back into balance.”

Warning to Rabbit Owners in
Trinity County Area:

Deadly Virus Myxoma is in the area.

M

yxomatosis affects some wild rabbits, domestic and
feral rabbits. The first signs of the disease include:
lack of energy, no appetite, swollen eyes and swollen genitalia. Rabbits may also have: swelling of the lips, difficulty breathing, seizures and/or muscle spasms. There
is a very high death
rate. Rabbits usually
die in 2 to 14 days after first signs appear.
Myxomatosis is very
contagious and can
be passed by biting
insects (esp. mosquitoes) and contact.
Screening to keep out
insects, flea control,
and keeping your rabbits indoors are some
of the most effective
preventitve methods
against the myxoma
virus.
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WikiLeaks Publishes 23,035 Clinton
E-mails Marked Classified When She
Received Them: She Lied

by C. Mitchell Shaw - The New American
After spending more than a year denying — and avoiding indictment for — sending and receiving
classified information over her unsecured, private e-mail server, Hillary Clinton still can’t shake
the truth. Besides the DNC e-mails that are making waves in the news because they show that the
Democratic National Committee violated its own rules to help Clinton win the Democrat presidential nomination, WikiLeaks also released a trove of leaked e-mails from Clinton’s server. Those
e-mails prove irrefutably that Clinton sent and received information that was classified at the time.
After announcing last month that the next leak published by his organization would almost certainly lead to a Clinton indictment, Julian Assange has made good on his word. The leaked Clinton
e-mails were released before the DNC e-mails, but got pushed aside in the news cycle when police
officers in Dallas and Baton Rouge were murdered as part of the war on police.

Judge Johnson Denies Ballots to Be Counted as Provided by Law
continued from pg 4

observers and did not interrogate that machine in their presence after such change if at all. A further
statistical anomaly which can be an indicator of tabulator program manipulation (30/70 ratios) was
observed on election day as the appointed Election Official Shanna White acting as VOR tabulated or
processed the VBM ballots and subsequent ballot tabulating machines as they arrived at the main office
in Weaverville. For a very contested election between candidates for Supervisor District 2
the results for Vote-by-Mail tally at 8 pm. were as follows:

Thomas Fox

99

26.83%

Judy Morris

266

72.09%

Write-in Votes

4

1.08%

As the District polling place ballots were received tally at 21:10:43pm was a follows:
Thomas Fox

178

26.77%

Judy Morris

477

71.73%

Write-in Votes

10

1.50%

This 30/70 split was observed in many other locally contested elections in the near past. A 30/70 split
is a telltale sign of election fraud, manipulation of voting machine programming. In the next
edition we will show the strange anomaly that occurred exactly like this for the County Judge’s race.

Stay tuned for more statistically miraculous voting results in Trinity County!

Trinity Author
Book Signing!

W

eaverville resident and author Ray Schar will
have a book signing from 11am to 2pm Saturday, August 27th for his book Final History. The
event will be at Tammie’s Books, 106 Main Street in
Weaverville. Schar wrote the book, with its title indicating the imminent demise of humanity and perhaps
the Earth itself because of humanity, for young and
old readers alike who are interested in history, their
origins, where we are headed and the mysteries of the
universe. Beginning with the Big Bang (the Creation)
yet including alternate theories of the universe’s origins, Final History also presents alternate theories
for the Ice Ages and today’s “global warming”, both
of which are STILL theories albeit favored ones, because what has been taught in classrooms as “history”
is only one version and true history is never, by any
means, settled as assumed. Schar’s book can also be
found in the Library of Congress; as a Kindle edition
at www.amazon.com.

Federal Domestic Abuse

The Real History In this
Election Is Trump

Political Ruin of 30,000 Montanans &
Confiscation of 350,000 Others’ Property Interests The reason so many in America are rooting
By Elaine Willman
for Donald Trump is that he single handedly
disrobed the Republican Party, and bared the
t least since 1998 and likely sometime sooner, fed- dirty, corrupt underbelly
eral and tribal officials were coercing State lead- By Katy Grimes
ers into submission to surrender major protections of
Hillary
Clinton
natural resources, property rights, water rights, Consti- may shatter the proverbial
tutional and civil rights of Montanans. A 1998 Memo- glass ceiling by being the
randum of Understanding (MOU) signed then by Chris first women nominated as
Tweeten for the State, of 2011-2015 Water fame and the Democrat Party’s Presnotoriety, as well as tribal and federal officials created idential nominee, but Donthe poison potion for the Flathead Reservation prop- ald Trump is also significantly historical. People
erty owners to consume. With the recipe in place, the say Hillary Clinton’s candidacy for U.S. President
instructions for administering the concoction were laid is historical only because she is a woman. Blah
out by the CSKT Tribe in a 2001 Proposal for Negotia- blah blah. Feminist author Camille Paglia called
tions. And they were followed – to the letter over the Hillary Clinton an “ethically challenged incomnext 17 years. Within these two documents many years petent,” and has repeatedly challenged Hillary’s
ago was the plan and path to minimize the voice and feminist credentials.
silence those most directly impacted—property own- Why is Donald Trump’s candidacy also
ers within the Flathead Reservation, 80% of whom are historical?
non-tribal citizens of the State. Most of those directly Trump is the first candidate in U.S. history who
harmed were entirely unaware that from 1998 to 2011 is not a politician, government worker, political
the federal jackboot was being crafted by numerous appointee or a top military officer.
federal, state and tribal entities. A thirteen-year head The Presidents who had never been elected to
start of multiple agencies that withheld public infor- public office before being elected President
mation for this period of time, certainly gave the feds, were: Zachary Taylor, Ulysses S. Grant, Hertribes and state profound leverage over a few coura- bert Hoover, and Dwight D. Eisenhower. Taylor,
geous citizens asking questions or voicing concerns. Grant and Eisenhower were in the military, and
On April 11, 2015, the State Legislature approved Hoover was Secretary of Commerce. Of the 44
the proposed CSKT Water Compact by a vote ruled U.S. Presidents, 26 had previously been lawyers,
unconstitutional on July 18, 2016, but this Compact 22 had previous military experience, and nine
moves forward anyway, for ratification by Congress. were Generals in the U.S. Army.
To add steroids to the strangling of farming, ranching, Trump isn’t a lawyer. Trump has never been in
property rights, local small town economies, Senator government. The closest example was the 1940
Jon Tester has taken it upon himself to greatly expand Presidential race, when the GOP named Wendell
the Compact approved by the State Legislature. The Willkie its candidate for president. Originally a
Senator as well as a Montana State Court have done Democrat, Wilkie, an attorney and utilities exend runs around the State Legislature. Tester’s Senate ecutive, switched parties in 1939 in opposition to
Bill 3013, the Confederated Salish-Kootenai Water President Franklin Roosevelt’s Tennessee Valley
Settlement Compact, - trebles the federal dollars to the Authority. During a deadlocked GOP conventribe from 1.2 to 4.0 billion, requires the State turn all tion, party leaders turned to Wilkie as an alternaState waters over in the Compact land area to the fed- tive presidential nominee to Thomas Dewey.
eral government in trust for the tribes, and pony up $55 Trump also received more than 13 million votes
State tax dollars before the feds disburse the 4 billion. in the primary, giving him more votes than any
Neither the Feds nor State will have any liability, nor candidate in Republican history—even with 17
will the tribe. Neither the feds nor state will have any candidates in the race.
oversight either. Landowners and residents have not Trump Trumps Politics as Usual
a single government to turn to for redress. A small Trump’s rise is a direct result of the gross selfUnitary Management Board, heavily seated by tribal absorption and corruption of the elite U.S. politiofficials will control all matters concerning Com- cal class. They stopped listening to the American
pact implementation and will be the only place those people, and consequently became deaf to public
harmed may take a complaint. It is 2016 now. Farm- anger over a succession of economic and foreign
ers, irrigators, landowners within the Flathead Reser- policy failures, and government corruption—by
vation have lost control or any voice over everything both parties. And the media is probably even
necessary to produce life on their lands. The Tribe has more corrupt. “The media have remained smugly
100% control of access to water. The Bureau of Indian hostile to Trump, despite warnings that a majority
Affairs controls the operation and maintenance of the of Americans despise the media too,” the Spectairrigation districts. The federal government and tribe tor UK said in a recent article. “American presientirely control the former Kerr dam, with no report- dential politics is a jungle; the nominees are great
ing requirements, and no scrutiny of its public safety. beasts, but Donald Trump is larger and fiercer.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs owns the Mission Valley In taking over a major US political party from
Power Company that provides electricity to all house- the outside, he has done something that has never
holds and lands within the reservation, and is operated been done before, and he should win.”
by the tribe. Oh, and the tribe has no duty to non-tribal The Not-So Feminine Mystique of Hillary
citizens or to keep America safe. An unaccountable Hillary Clinton is running on a “feminist” platfederal monopoly now controls life on non-Indian form, and claims to be pro-women. Frankly, it’s
lands in Western Montana. The Secretary of Interior all she’s got in her handbag. But do not forget
has the last word on the Flathead Indian Reservation Hillary was also the brains behind destroying the
for water, power and irrigation. Not the Governor, not lives of the long list of women who accused Bill
the State. Farmers and cattlemen fully know that life Clinton of rape and sexual assault—a very undoesn’t happen on land without power and irrigation. feminist role. It’s classic Hillary to say sexualAnd it’s the feds and tribes that will now arbitrarily assault survivors have a “right to be believed,”
set all rates for each—water and power, answering to after she did the opposite to her husband’s vicno one, not the ratepayers or even the State’s Public tims, and hired detectives to harass and intimiServices Commission (PSC). It is the CSKT that no date the “trailer trash,” “sluts” and “whores” who
longer contributes to county and school district eco- were raped by Bill. Hillary is no feminist; she’s
nomic needs, so a substantial tax burden now shifts as big of a predator as her husband.
to the landowners as well. Water rates will go up; ir- Kathleen Willey and Juanita Broaddrick, who
rigation rates will go up; power rates will go up; taxes both claim Bill Clinton sexually assaulted and
will go up. This final economic squeeze is a foregone raped them, said Hillary hired detectives who
conclusion—it is a dead certainty. The only things go- threatened them.
ing down will be business income, household income, No Glass Ceiling According to Feminists
and land values. All of this is against the law.
“Hillary, by contrast, seems to want to be more
Continued next edition...
like a man in her demeanor and politics, makes

A
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few concessions to the social demands of femininity, and
yet seems to be only a partial feminist,” wrote Susan J.
Douglas in 2008 about Hillary’s run for President. Douglas is a professor of communications at the University of
Michigan and author of Enlightened Sexism: The Seductive Message That Feminism’s Work is Done. “She seems
above us, exempting herself from compromises women
have to make every day, while, at the same time, leaving some of the basic tenets of feminism in the dust. We
are sold out on both counts. In other words, she seems
like patriarchy in sheep’s clothing.” Douglas and her progressive feminist friends were not enamored of Hillary
in the 2008 election. “All of this frames many women’s
reactions to Hillary. If she’s a feminist, how could she
continue to support this war for so long? If she’s such
a passionate advocate for children, women and families,
how could she countenance the ongoing killing of innocent Iraqi families, and of American soldiers who are also
someone’s children? If it would be so revolutionary to
have a female as president, why does she feel like the
same old poll-driven opportunistic politician who seems
to craft her positions accordingly?”
Feminists For Trump
The Trump organization has more female than male executives, and many of the women are paid more than the
males. The ultimate pro-feminist employer is one that is
performance-based, as is the Trump organization, rather
than gender-based. However, during her time in the U.S.
Senate, Hillary Clinton paid her female employees 72 cents
for each dollar paid to her male employees—$15,708.38
less than the median salary for men, between 2002 to
2008, according to a 2015 report by the WashingtonFree
Beacon. Better to ignore what Hillary says, and focus on
her actions. Camille Paglia, the well-known feminist author and university professor, had this to say about Hillary vs. Trump: “Hillary is a stodgily predictable product
of the voluminous briefing books handed to her by a vast
palace staff of researchers and pollsters—a staggeringly
expensive luxury not enjoyed by her frugal, unmaterialistic opponent, Bernie Sanders (my candidate). Trump, in
contrast, is his own publicist, a quick-draw scrapper and
go-for-the-jugular brawler. He is a master of the unexpected (as the Egyptian commander Achillas calls Julius
Caesar in the Liz Taylor Cleopatra). The massive size of
Hillary’s imperialist operation makes her seem slow and
heavy. Trump is like a raffish buccaneer, leaping about
the rigging like the breezy Douglas Fairbanks or Errol
Flynn, while Hillary is the stiff, sequestered admiral of a
bullion-laden armada of Spanish galleons, a low-in-thewater easy mark as they creak and sway amid the rolling
swells.”
History in the making…
Paglia called the Democrat Party “the kamikaze party,”
and referred to Hillary Clinton as an “ethically challenged
incompetent.” Then she ended her recent article with this
thought: “Trump is a stormily dynamic change-maker
who will surely win this election unless the Democrats
get their house in order…”The reason so many in America are rooting for Donald Trump is that he single handedly disrobed the Republican Party, and bared the dirty,
corrupt underbelly which colluded on the admission of
12 million illegal unskilled workers, the bad trade deals
which undermine U.S. manufacturing and jobs, called
‘Islamic terrorism’ what it is, and vowed to bring back
law and order and rebuild the military.As Conrad Black
wrote in the Spectator UK, acknowledging this historical election, “he has done something that has never been
done before, and he should win.”

AUMA Legalization Measure on
November Ballot as Prop. 64
continued from pg 1

sales taxes, but not the other taxes. California NORML
is seriously concerned that these taxes could be unduly
burdensome to needy patients and promote illicit blackmarket trafficking. The tax revenues from AUMA would
be allocated to specific programs, as follows: $3 million
would be sent annually to the CHP to establish driver protocols, $2 million to UCSD to study the “efficacy and
adverse effects” of marijuana, and $10 million to study
the implementation of AUMA each year. After that, 60%
would go to youth drug education; 20% toward clean up
of environmental damage, and 20% more to CHP and local government grants for training, law enforcement and
public safety. These provisions could not be amended by
the legislature until 2028. Adult use sales would commence Jan. 1, 2018.

WARRANTS ONLY ISSUED THROUGH THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
California Penal Code Chapter 9 CRIMINAL PROFITEERING section 186.2
Definitions: “(c) “Prosecuting agency” means the Attorney General or the district
attorney of any county.” The following CANNOT file charges or prosecute in the
name of the People: city attorneys, police officers, code enforcement, other private
attorneys, animal control officers, etc. All they can do, is take a complaint from an
injured citizen, and turn it over to the district attorney for prosecution. If any of them
do violate this procedure, they are guilty of filing a false report, fraud, swindles,
racketeering, extortion, and impersonating an officer.
California Penal Code section 813 Issuance of Warrants or Summons; Form and
Content of Summons: 1995 Note: “[A]n arrest warrant shall issue on a complaint if,
and only if, the magistrate is satisfied from the complaint that the offense complained
of has been committed and that there is reasonable ground to believe that the person
named in the warrant has committed the offense.” Only a victim or injured party can
file a complaint, which can only go through the district attorney’s office. Then, it
goes through a neutral and detached magistrate, who determines from the reports that
the person named in the complaint has committed a crime. By law, police officers
cannot file charges; they can only take reports from a victim. By law, dog-catchers
are only contracted with the county to get rid of nuisance wildlife and unwanted pets.
CITIES AND COUNTIES CANNOT ISSUE CITATIONS
California Penal Code, Chapter 5b CITATIONS FOR VIOLATIONS OF COUNTY,
CITY OR CITY AND COUNTY ORDINANCES. Sections 853.1 through 853.4.
Enacted 1955. Repealed 1967. It has been illegal since 1967 for city or county
ordinances to be enforced on private property. County employees are committing
domestic terrorism if they issue “citations” for “code violations” on private property. “Repealed” means CANCELLED SINCE 1967. Twelve years of lawsuits
between the years 1955 and 1967 clearly established the unconstitutionality of “city
and county CITATIONS,” so they were ABOLISHED. Any city or county employee
writing one after 1967 is guilty of racketeering, extortion, and terrorism.
The penalty is four years in prison.
CITIES AND COUNTIES CANNOT STEAL
California Civil Code section 669. Seisin or Ownership. “All property has an
owner, whether that owner is the state, and the property public, or the owner an
individual, and the property private.” The County is liable for illegal and wrongful
presumption that its agents/employees are the lawful owners of all those guinea pigs,
pigeons, chickens, pigs, horses, fish, frogs, goats, rabbits, sheep, crowing fowl, turkeys, ducks, geese, and chinchillas that belong to “an individual,” who is an owner
other than the city, county or the state. This applies to ALL property. If the county
does not own it, the county cannot restrict it. If the city doesn’t own it, the city cannot regulate or restrict its use. And if the city wants to exert acts of ownership or
control over any part of another man’’ property, the city must PAY for it.
Rights have VALUE.

US Election Shocker: Is this how the Vote will
be Rigged? by Jon Rappoport continued from pg 1

are, candidates can receive a set percentage of votes. Results can be controlled. For
example, Candidate A can be assigned 44% of the votes, Candidate B 51%, and Candidate C the rest.” “All evidence that [rigged] fractional values ever existed [in the
GEMS system] can be removed instantly even from the underlying database using
a setting in the GEMS data tables, in which case even instructing GEMS to show
the [rigged] decimals will fail to reveal they were used.” “Source code: Instructions
to treat votes as decimal values instead of whole numbers [i.e., rigging] are inserted
multiple times in the GEMS source code itself; thus, this feature cannot have been
created by accident.”A contact who, so far, apparently wishes to remain anonymous
states the following about the history of the GEMS system: “The Fractional vote [rigging] portion traces directly to Jeffrey W. Dean, whose wife was primary stockholder
of the company that developed GEMS. He ran the company but was prohibited from
handling money or checks due to a criminal conviction for computer fraud, for which
he spent 4 years in prison. Almost immediately after being released from prison he
was granted intimate access to elections data and large government contracts for ballot
printing and ballot processing.” I see no effort on the part of the federal government,
state governments, or the mainstream press to investigate the GEMS system or respond
to Bev Harris’ extensive analysis. It’s not as if media outlets are unaware of her. From
shesource(dot)org, here is an excerpt from her bio: “Harris has been referred to as ‘the
godmother’ of the election reform movement. (Boston Globe). Vanity Fair magazine
credits her with founding the movement to reform electronic voting. Time Magazine
calls her book, Black Box Voting, ‘the bible’ of electronic voting... Harris’s investigations have led some to call her the ‘Erin Brockovich of elections.’ (Salon(dot)com)...
Harris has supervised five ‘hack demonstrations’ in the field, using real voting machines. These have been covered by the Associated Press, the Washington Post, and in
formal reports by the United States General Accounting Office...”
So far, her analysis of GEMS seems to be labeled “too hot to handle.” Press outlets
prefer to report the slinging of mud from both Presidential candidates’ camps. Meanwhile, the actual results of the coming elections---including Congressional races--appear to be up for grabs, depending on who controls GEMS.
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Libertarian VP Candidate William Weld:
AR-15s Can Be “Weapons of Mass Destruction” and Handguns Are “Even Worse”

By Melissa Dykes
ven the Libertarian ticket is sold out to suck up Republican votes
in an attempt to swing things Hillary’s way. Take Libertarian presidential candidate Gary Johnson’s vice presidential running mate William Weld. The man was not just a signatory but a main chairman on
the Council on Foreign Relations’ North American Union document,
and he has personally described Hillary as an “old friend” he used to
share an office with when they were investigating Watergate together
where they formed a “lifelong bond”. Now he’s also talking like Hillary when it comes to “scary” guns. Via Red Alert Politics:
“The five-shot rifle, that’s a standard military rifle; the problem is if
you attach a clip to it so it can fire more shells and if you remove the
pin so that it becomes an automatic weapon, and those are independent criminal offenses,”
Weld said. “That is when
they become, essentially a
weapon of mass destruction. The problem with
handguns probably is even
worse than the problem of
the AR15.” Weld also said
he believed no one on a
terrorist watch list should
be allowed to purchase
guns, even though, as the
Huffington Post pointed out, it isn’t too hard for an innocent person to
end up on the list. Not exactly a very pro-freedom position from the
Libertarian Party. Indeed. As Bearing Arms put it:
So according to Weld, I can take an old military rifle like a Mosin
Nagant… attach clips to it… pull a pin… and then it will turn into a
chemical, biological or radioactive weapon capable of causing widespread death and destruction.
Yep. Sounds like Weld wants to pander fear liberal left-style and destroy
the 2nd Amendment just as much as his lifelong pal Hillary does.

E

Federal Court Bans Govt from
Prosecuting Medical Pot Users &
Growers continued from pg 1
their prosecutions. The Ninth Circuit held (in United States v. McIntosh) that
federal judges should enforce this law by stopping prosecutions for conduct
that is authorized by state medical marijuana laws. Marc Zilversmit, a San
Francisco lawyer representing Steve McIntosh of Los Angeles, said, “This
could be the beginning of the end of the federal war on medical marijuana.”
According to KRON, McIntosh is one of five people being prosecuted in
federal court in San Francisco for allegedly operating four Southern California marijuana stores and five indoor marijuana grows in the San Francisco
and Los Angeles areas. These five people are now demanding that their sentences be overturned and their federal charges dismissed. However, Judge
O’Scannlain specifically stressed that the court’s unanimous ruling should
not be seen as immunity by medical marijuana purveyors, according to Reuters. “Congress could restore funding tomorrow, a year from now, or four
years from now,” he wrote, “and the government could then prosecute individuals who committed offenses while the government lacked funding.”As
if to downplay this huge victory, the panel also warned that “individuals
who do not strictly comply with all state-law conditions” can be prosecuted.
Every time the state rolls back insane laws that persecute individuals for attempting to medicate themselves using a plant, humanity takes a giant leap
forward.While this ruling is certainly encouraging, this is only the beginning. The state’s war on marijuana is crumbling on every front. Twenty-five
US states currently allow for medical marijuana while another four states
Colorado, Washington, Oregon and Alaska, as well as the District of Columbia, allow marijuana for recreational use. This November, voters in nine
more states, including California, are set to decide on whether recreational
use of marijuana should be made legal there as well.

Veto Gunmageddon’ Launched to Repeal California Gun Controls

A

group of gun rights supporters began distributing petitions to guns stores and firing ranges. The group aims to collect enough signatures to secure a popular
vote on gun controls recently passed by lawmakers and signed by Governor Jerry Brown (D). The movement seeking the popular vote is called “Veto Gunmageddon.” On July 1, Brown signed six new gun controls into law. Among them were a statewide ban on the possession of “high capacity” magazines, an enhancement of the state’s “assault weapons” ban, and a measure requiring background checks for ammunition purchasers. Then, on July 24, Brown circled back and
signed another gun control measure he passed over on July 1. The additional measure requires that anyone assembling a gun at home first apply for a serial number
from the government. It is clearly a way to extend registration and the government’s knowledge of guns owned by law-abiding citizens.
According to The Mercury News, Veto Gunmageddon believes the people will strike these laws down if given a chance, and they are using their petitions to secure
that chance. Barry Bahrami is leading the Veto Gunmageddon movement. He said, “This is what the people’s veto is for. Anyone who knows anything about firearms looks at these laws and knows how ridiculous they are.” Be sure to watch for petitions to sign in Trinity County!
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<Fletcher Jones & Jacey Pickett Jr. Mister & Jr. Miss Trinity

Firenza Pini
<Shelby Newman
Miss Trinity 2016

Vanessa Patton Jr. Miss Speedway 2016
Eldon Lane Brown Lil Mr. Trinity 2016>

Hayfork Ranger Tom Hall saddles up!
<Temehn & Kadrina Yang

